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Instant pot cover stuck

Bookmarks Share this old content post here to start a new post. Difficulty closing the lid For possible reasons: the sealing ring is not properly installed solution: the sealing ring position, make sure that it is snug after sealing the rack ring, possible reason: the float valve in the solution, the popped-up position: gently press the floating valve down with a long appliance, possible
reason: the contents in the rice cooker remain a hot solution: open the handle, release the steam to the position. Then the lower lid onto the slow cooker base causes heat to dissipate difficulty by opening the lid for a possible reason: the pressure inside the rice cooker. Open the lid only after the floating valve is dropped. Content may be under pressure to avoid casual injury, do
not try to force the lid open. Possible reason: The floating valve is stuck at the popped-up position due to food waste or residue solution, make sure the steam is completely released by rapid pressure release, then press the floating valve gently. With long appliances, the lid opens carefully and cleanly, the valve floats the surrounding area and the lid before the next use. The inner
pot is attached to the lid when opening the rice cooker for possible reasons: the cooling of the inner pot may create a suction, causing the inner pot to adhere to the cap solution: to release the vacuum, rotate the handle, release the steam to the position. Breathable Steam leakage from the side of the lid Possible reason: no sealing ring solution: install a possible sealing ring: the
sealing ring is damaged or not properly installed Solution: replace the sealing ring, possible reason: food scrap attached to the sealing ring solution: remove the sealing ring and clean the sealing ring, the reason for the possible thorough: the lid is not closed properly: open the lid again, possible reason: the sealing ring rack is warped or the sealing center is closed from the sealing
center. Check the sealing ring rack for bends or warp. Contact customer service possible cause: inner pot edge may be a misshapen solution: check for deformation and contact the floating valve, customer care does not increase, possible causes: food scrap on the floating valve or silicone floating valve Solution: remove the floating valve from the lid and thoroughly clean it; First
test to check the function and record the findings. Contact customer service possible causes: too little liquid in the inner pot solution: Check the clear roar at the bottom of the inner pot, remove if necessary, add a thin liquid that uses water to the inner pot according to the size: 3L – 1 cup 5.7L – 1 1/2 cup Possible reason 8L - 2 cups: Silicone cap, floating valve, wear damaged or
missing solution: Install or change float valve Causes: Possible floating valves are obstructed by locking mechanism: Tap the valve with a long way away. If the floating valve does not drop, close the rice cooker, contact the possible customer service: no heat in the inner pot solution: proceed. First test to check the function. Discovery Log Contact customer service Possible Cause:
Internal pot base may be damaged Solution: Implemented First test to check the work and record the findings. Contact minor steam/hissing customer service from the steam release handle during the cooking cycle, possible reason: steam release management is not in sealed position solution: open the steam release handle to the position. Sealed Possible cause: Rice cookers
are controlling excess pressure solutions: this is normal. No steam is required to gush from the steam release valve when the steam release handle is in position. Sealed Possible Reasons: Insufficient liquid in the inner pot solution: Add a thin liquid that uses water to the inner pot according to the size: 3L – 1 cup | The display remains empty after connecting the power cord,
possible cause: poor power connection or no power solution: check the power cord for damage. If you notice any damage, please contact customer service. Possible reasons: The electric fuse of the rice cooker has blown the solution: contact error code, customer care appears on the display, and the rice cooker constantly beeps, possible causes, the problem-solving error code
appears on the display, and the rice cooker constantly beeps C1 C2 C6 C6H C6L sensor faulty contact customer service, C5 temperature is too high because the inner pot is not placed in the rice cooker base, press canceled and wait for the heating element to cool down. Make sure there are no foreign objects in the rice cooker base. Put or change the inner pot position in the
rice cooker base and enter the command again.  The temperature is too high because there is no water in the inner pot, check the scorching at the bottom of the inner pot.  Add a thin liquid that uses water to the inner pot according to the size: 3L – 1 cup 5.7L – 1 1/2 cup 8L – 2 cups C7 or NoPr Heat element has failed contact, customer care is not enough, add some liquid, liquid
water based on the internal pot, depending on the size: 3L – 1 cup | Drain, rotate the steam, release the handle to the position. Sealed  The cover is not in the correct position for the selected program.  Do not use the lid when using OvHt/Burn/ puff. High temperature sintered food is detected at the bottom of the pot inside;  The PrSE pressure cooker has accumulated during the
non-pressure cooker opening program that handles the steam release to the position. Vent, click or light from time to time The sound of power switching and pressure board expansion when changing this temperature is normal;  The bottom of the inner pot is the external surface, wet wipe of the inner pot. Make sure that the heating element is dry before putting the inner pot into
the rice cooker base.  Any other service should be operated by an authorized service representative. If you can't fix the problem and/or if it still exists, please contact our customer care team for assistance: email: support@instantpot.com.au Tel: 1800 251 643 or 02 9317 1000 The specified problem does not require identification of faulty appliances.  Please check carefully before
contacting the customer care team.  You can also go to www.instantpot faqs.com/faq/for more information. Sometimes ticking or light crackling, the reason is possible: the sound of power switching and the expansion of the pressure board when changing the temperature. Solution: This is normal, it is not necessary to take action for possible reasons: the bottom of the inner pot is
wet. Solution: Contact CarePossible Reason: C2 – Faulty Temperature Sensor Solution: Contact CarePossible Reason: C5 – The temperature is too high because the inner pot is not placed in the rice cooker base. Solution: Press cancel and wait for the heating element to cool down. Make sure there are no foreign objects in the rice cooker base. Put or change the inner pot
position in the rice cooker base and enter the reasoning statement back: C5. Solution: Add at least 1 1/2 cups (325mL/12oz) of cooking liquid into the inner pot before reintroducing food Reason: C6 – Faulty Temperature Sensor Solution: CarePossible Solution Reason: Possible Heat Solution: Faulty Causes Solution: Contact customer service Reason: Insufficient liquid. Solution:
Start by adding 11/2 cups (325mL/12oz) of thin cooking liquid to the inner pot, adding more liquid for the necessary reason: the steam release handle is in the wrong position. Solution: Rotate the steam release handle to position. Sealed Flashing Display Cap Possible Cause: The cap is not in the correct position for the selected program. Solution: The lid is closed and closed,
remove the lid when using SautéBurn, or the food burns a possible cause: overheating automatically results in a temperature drop. Solution: The dough accumulates at the bottom of the inner pot, may block the heat dissipation. Turn off the rice cooker, release the pressure according to the formula, and check the bottom of the inner cooker. Possible cause: Poor power connection
or lack of power Solution: Check the power cord. Make sure that the removable power cord is securely plugged into the base electrical outlet. Check other appliances on the same outlet for possible reasons: the electric fuse of the rice cooker has blown. Solution: Contact CareRice for a possible reason: the lid opens too quickly. Solution: After the cooking cycle is complete, the
rice cooker sits for 5-10 minutes before draining using the QR method, possible reason: too little water. Solution: Adjust the rice ratio to the Rice water ratio. The reason is too possible: too much water. Solution: Adjust the rice ratio to Yogurt water. Solution: After pasteurization is complete, check the temperature of the milk - it should reach a minimum of 161°F/ 72° CPossible
Reason: Culture added inactive solution: if using purchased yogurt from the store, make sure that the culture is the reason for the probiotics: too much milk in the inner pot. Solution: Change the sealing ring position, make sure it tightens behind the sealing rackPossible ring reason: the float valve in the popped-up position | Solution: Rotate the steam release handle to the position.
Then reduce the lid onto the base of the slow cooker, disperse the heat by opening the lid for possible reasons: the pressure inside the rice cooker. The lid is opened after the rice cooker has a pressure and float valve has fallen, a possible reason: the float valve is stuck at the popped-up position due to food residue or residue Solution A): Make sure that the steam is completely
released by qr method, then press the float valve gently with the long appliance B solution): the lid is carefully opened and thoroughly clean, the floating valve around the area is attached to the inner pot, possible cause: the cooling of the inner pot may create a suction, make the inside of the pot attach to the lid. Solution: To release the vacuum, rotate the steam release handle to
the valve. Breathable Float Valve It is not possible to add a possible cause: food scrap on a floating valve or a silicone cap, a floating valve. Solution: Remove the floating valve from the lid and clean it. Install the new cap and proceed. First test to check the function. Solution: Check the scorch at the bottom of the inner pot, add 1 cup of liquid (250mL/8oz) to the potPossible
internal reason: silicone cap, floating valve, worn, damaged or lost. Solution: Install or replace the float valve reason: the float valve is obstructed by the cap locking mechanism. Solution: Tap a long floating valve. If not fixed, close the rice cooker and remove small parts from the lid. Thoroughly clean and do. First test to check the function Contact customer service Possible Cause:
No heat in the inner pot. First test to check the function, contact customer service for possible reasons: the inner pot base may be damaged. Solution: Check for deformation, take action. First test to check the operation and contact the careMinor customer steam leak/hissing from the steam release handle during the cooking cycle, a possible reason: the steam release handle is
not in position. Solution: Rotate the steam release handle into sealing. The reason can be read: The rice cooker is controlling excess pressure. The correct reason: Add 1 1/2 cups (325mL/12oz) of thin cooking liquid into potPossible internal reason: failure to control the pressure sensor. Solution: Remove and install the steam release handle / valveSteam leaking from the side of
the lid, possible reason: no sealing ring. Solution: Install the sealing ring for a reason: the sealing ring is worn or damaged. Solution: Replace the sealing ring for possible reasons: food remnants attached to the sealing ring. Solution: Remove the sealing ring and thoroughly clean the reason: the lid is not valid. Solution: Open and close the lid again, possible reason: the sealing ring
rack is warped or centered. Solution: Remove the sealing ring from the lid, check the sealing ring rack for bend or warp. Contact customer service possible causes: The inner pot edge may be a misshapen | The LED flashes with the C9 code that appears on the screen for possible reasons: Bluetooth module error. Can no longer connect to mobile devices via Bluetooth Solution:
You can continue to use the unit without security issues. Press any function button (such as soup) to stop the message. support@InstantPot Smart Cooker app can't connect to a rice cooker for possible reasons: This is a known iOS problem with Bluetooth connection |
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